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The

Not really, but we all know
that quality is more important
than quantity, so prove your
high standing in the cosmos by
attending out annual Winter
Solstice Potluck.

This year’s event will be
held in the Parish Hall at  St.
Michael’s Church on Saturday
December 14, 1996 at 7pm.  St.
Michael’s is located at  601
Montano Road NW.  If travel-
ing west on Montano (Mont-
gomery), you will see it on
your right soon after crossing
4th Street.

Door prizes will include
many classic (OK, old) as-
tronomy books, a 1997 Rich-

ard Berry wall calendar, and a
1997 Astronomy and Space
desk calendar - no astronomi-
cal knowledge required.

Please bring a dish com-
mensurate with the size of your
party (kitchen available), and
feel free to bring a friend.
Please call our inimitable pot-
luck chairman, Carl Frisch, or
me, with any questions you
may have!   Be there or be hun-
gry!

- Lisa Wood 344-8308

Thousands Plan to Attend Potluck !!

The recap of the November general
meeting and the observers page were
not available at press time so I thought
you might enjoy the following story ed-
ited from information I found on the
World Wide Web at:
 www.halebopp.com/sloeyes.htm.

  To increase the chances of the
images reproducing well I inverted
them and enhanced contrast.  The
original images will be posted on the
TAAS Web site and on the BBS.

- editor.

On the American morning of
July 23 starting at about 2:00AM
Mountain Time members of The
Albuquerque Astronomical Soci-

ety took a series of images of
Comet Hale-Bopp displaying an
oddity which they would like
some help interpreting.

They originally emailed the
0211 image (seen below) to
www.halebopp.com asking for
an interpretation.  They specu-

Comet Hale-Bopp’s Mysterious Eyes
lated that the nucleus had split
in two.  Our analysis was that
the second “nucleus” was a
background star shining
through the coma of the comet.
It gave the comet an eerie or
comical (take your pick) “pair of
eyes” appearance. They re-
sponded to our initial analysis
by emailing images taken ap-
proximately 20 minutes before
the “eyes” image and approxi-
mately 10 minutes after. A fourth
image (in negative) appears to
have been taken even later.

Since the background star
does not appear in the first and
last images we thought it would
be interesting to post their im-
ages and ask knowledgeable
amateur astronomers to com-
ment. We were not able to find
any other images on the Inter-
net  that  displayed this phenom-
enon and we have not heard any
reports of a spliting of the
nucleus in the week since the
images were taken. So, are we
looking at an “artifact” created
by the CCD camera? The sec-
ondary “nucleus” is too large to
be a CCD “hot spot”. What do
YOU think? The truth is out
there!

Warning, any emails sug-
gesting that the cause is related
to any variation on the theme
that the mysterious eye is an
alien spacecraft controlling the
course of the comet will be met
with derisive laughter and a

Continued on Page 2
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PRESIDENT’S UPDATE

—Mike Pendley

quick, disdainful click to the elec-
tronic void. (grin)

The images were taken by Brad
Hamlin, John Sefick, and Dennis
Mitchell. They used a 16" Astrola
with an ST-6 CCD camera. The 0211
image was an exposure of 3 sec-
onds. Exposure times do not seem
to be uniform across the images.

Approx. 0150 local time

               0211 local time

Approx. 0220 local time

Unknown time (0240 est..)

See the observer’s page for a
follow-up story.

Continued from front page

EyesPRESIDENT’S UPDATE

The Sidereal Times is coming
out about two weeks early this
month in order to get it to you be-
fore the Potluck.  The short time
since the last edition combined with
a couple of glitches resulted in the
recap of the November general
meeting and the Observer’s page
not being ready at press time.  Not
to worry though, we will cover the
November meeting and the Potluck
in next month’s recap and we will
combine two months worth of
observer’s information in the Feb-
ruary issue.

To fill in the spaces this month
I got on the Web and pulled down
some interesting information.  Our
lead story covers a request for help
interpreting an interesting CCD
image of comet Hale-Bopp re-
corded by TAAS members Brad
Hamlin, John Sefick, and Dennis
Mitchell on July 23.  The image
shows a bright object near the
nucleus (I sure hope the images re-
produce well).  Suggested interpre-
tations include a star in the back-
ground or a broken off piece of the
nucleus.  The Observer’s page picks
up the story several months later as
several experts provide their
thoughts on what true nature of the
image is. The articles show the
power of the Internet and how ama-
teurs can stimulate world wide con-
versations.  Good job guys!

The final Internet based story in
this month’s Sidereal Times  comes
from a NASA press release describ-
ing how data from the Hubble
Space Telescope is being used to

understand Jupiter’s aurora and
magnetic field.  Information like
this is easy to get.  Let me know if
you would like to see more of it in
the future.

The 1996 TAAS administration
is coming to an end.  The Decem-
ber 12th Board meeting will be the
last for this administration.  I have
had a great time serving as your
president and I will use this column
next month to review what hap-
pened in ‘’96.  The election for the
1997 administration will take place
at the January 18 general meeting.
Please put this date on your calen-
dar, come to the meeting, and vote.

And speaking of calendars - the
Richard Berry, Astronomy and
Space, and Guy Ottewell calendars
have been ordered.  With luck they
will arrive in time to pass out at the
Potluck. Bruce Levin is planning a
second order of Guy Ottewell As-
tronomical Calendars and will take
orders through the night of the Pot-
luck.  Contact Bruce (see page 10)
if you want to order one.

And speaking of the Potluck -
come on out for a night of fun with
fellow TAAS members on Decem-
ber 14th.  No formal presentation
is planned - just a night of good food
and casual socializing.  Last years
turn out was great and we all had a
good time.
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The Winter Solstice
This month we celebrate the

Winter Solstice with our Pot Luck
Dinner.  You probably know that the
Winter Solstice (also known as the
first day of Winter) occurs on De-
cember 21-22 each year but did you
know the precise time Winter starts
is actually the moment the appar-
ent position of the Sun coincides
with a special point in the sky
known as the Winter Solstice?

To describe locations of points
in the sky we need some type of co-
ordinate system.  The traditional
method is to imagine the earth at
the center of a vast sphere to which
the Sun, stars, and planets are at-
tached.  The north and south poles
of this sphere are directly above and
below the Earth’s north and south
poles.  Now, if we imagine two spe-
cial circles drawn on the Celestial
Sphere we can describe how to de-
termine the exact moment of Sum-
mer, Winter, Spring and Fall.

The first circle is simply the
equator of the Celestial Sphere.
Since the earth appears to be at  the
center of the Celestial Sphere, this
circle is simply a projection of
Earth’s equator onto the sphere.

The second circle is described
by the intersection of the plane of
the Earth’s orbit with the Celestial
Sphere and is known as the eclip-
tic.  This circle is tipped by approxi-
mately 23.5 degrees and describes
the path the Sun seems to follow
across the Celestial Sphere over the
course of a year (see picture).

Since the Sun appears to follow
the ecliptic, there is a special time
each year when the sun, moving
south to north,  appears to cross the
Celestial Sphere’s equator.  This
point is known as the Vernal Equi-
nox and this special time marks the
beginning of spring.  Likewise,
there is another special time each
year when the sun, moving from
north to south, again crosses the
Celestial Sphere’s equator.  This
point is known as the Autumnal
Equinox and that special time marks
the beginning of Autumn.

We can now imagine two loca-
tions on the ecliptic that are mid-
way between the equinox points.
The midpoint above the equator is

known as the Summer Solstice and
the midpoint below the equator is
known as the Winter Solstice.  Sum-
mer begins at the precise moment
the Sun appears to cross the Sum-
mer Solstice and Winter begins the
moment the Sun appears to cross
the Winter Solstice.  This year, that
moment is approximately 7:06 am
MST.

Equator

Vernal
Equinox

Autumnal
Equinox

Summer
Solstice

Dec. 22

June 21 Sept. 22

Mar. 21

Ecliptic

Winter
Solstice
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SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

26

543

121110

17 18 19

24 25

13 14

15 16 20 21

22 23

6

9

2 7

8

•TAAS Observatory
  Committee Mtg.

•Hanukkah begins

•TAAS Board Mtg
   (7:00 pm PANDA
   building)

•LAST
  QUARTER
  MOON
•Tome Ele Sch.
   Star Party Call Hot

Line for More Info

•TAAS General Mtg
   and Potluck.  See

article.

•UNM Observing

•UNM Observin

•Geminid meteor
   shower

•NEW MOON

27 28

29 30

•Saturn
   Stationary

DECEMBER’96

1

31

•Mercury at greatest
   e. elongation •Winter Solstice

•Ursid meteor
   shower

•Mercury stationary •Christmas

•FIRST
  QUARTER
  MOON
•Edgewood Ele Sch.
   Star Party Call Hot
   Line for More Info

•FULL
  MOON

•ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

•ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

•ATM Class
7:00pm PANDA
building

February Preview

7 Fri *UNM Observing
New Moon

8 Sat *GNTO Winter Star
Party

13 Thu *Observatory Comm.
Mtg

14 Fri *UNM Observing
First quarter Moon

16 Sun Jupiter .2deg N. of
Uranus

20 Thu *Board Meeting
21 Fri *UNM Observing
22 Sat *TAAS Regular Mtg.

Full Moon
28 Fri *UNM Observing

future observations will yield more in-
formation about the auroras. The team
also is sharing data with the scientists
operating the Galileo spacecraft, which
moves through Jupiter’s magnetic field
repeatedly as it orbits the giant planet
and surveys the Galilean satellites.
Galileo can record the type of charged
particles (ions, protons, electrons) in
the field, their location and energy. In-
formation from Hubble and Galileo is
important because scientists can cre-
ate a more accurate picture of the
charged particles which produce the
auroral lights, which eventually could
lead them to its source on Io.

Continued from page 6

Jupiter
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NOTES:
TAAS=The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society
GNTO=General Nathan
Twining Observatory.  Call Bill
Tondreau @263-5949 to
confirm.
SFCC=Santa Fe Community
College.  Call Brock Parker @
298-2792 to confirm.
UNM=UNM Observatory
observing nights.  Call Brad
Hamlin @ 343-8943 to confirm.
ATM=Amateur Telescope
Making.  Call Michael Pendley
for information @ 296-0549.

Random Acts of Kindness-December

SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

23

21

987

15 16

21 22

10 11

12 13 17 18

19 20

3

6

4

5

•SFCC Observing

•TAAS Board Mtg
   (7:00 pm PANDA
   building)

•LAST
  QUARTER
  MOON

•TAAS General Mtg
   - Elections -

•NEW MOON

24 25

26 27

JANUARY’97

28

•Mercury stationary

•Mercury at
greatest eastern
elongation

•FULL
  MOON

14

29 30 31

•TAAS Observatory
  Committee Mtg.

•UNM Observing

•Quandrantid
meteor shower

•New Years Day

•Sombra Monte Ele
Sch.  Star Party
Call Hot  Line for
More Info

•LAST
  QUARTER
  MOON

•UNM Observing

- Lisa Wood

•FIRST
  QUARTER
  MOON

Many thanks to our Society members who are so generous with their re-
sources.

Board Member Brock Parker has been keeping busy giving star parties and
lectures at the following locations: Bernalillo Middle School, Kathleen
Gallegos Elementary, Glorietta Retreat Center, Sandia Mountain Center, Polk
Middle School,  and the Onate Center.  These presentations require much
travel time, as well as actual set-up, lecture and observing time, and we ap-
preciate Brock’s generous efforts.

Thank you also to TAAS member John Hockemeier for donating two large
boxes of astronomy magazines to our education effort.  Many of you may
remember John as our long-time Campus Observatory Coordinator, and it is
clear that he continues to be concerned with public education. These maga-
zines will be distributed to families who attend our twice monthly school star
parties.

•GNTO Star Party
(see notes below)

VOTE!!!
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NEW MEXICO ASTRONOMICALNEW MEXICO ASTRONOMICAL
CELESTRON • MEADE • TELEVUE

PARKS OPTICAL • UNITRON • HOME DOME
Telescopes • Eyepieces • Mounts • Accessories
Books • Sky Atlases • Observatory Fabrication

On-Site Observatory • Regular Star Parties
Come to the Country Telescope Store and Test

Equipment Under Dark Skies!
834 N. Gabaldon Rd.
Belen, NM 87002
(505) 864-2953

MARK A. NAGRODSKY
OWNER

Hours—Wed & Fri:  6-9 pm  &  Sat:  12-6 pm (Additional Hours by Appointment)

The November 21 TAAS Board
meeting was called to order by Presi-
dent Mike Pendley at 7:05pm.

Minutes:  Steve Snider was out
of town so the reading of the Octo-
ber minutes was waved.

Treasurer’s Report: Gordon
Pegue gave the Treasurer’s Report.
Total funds on deposit are $8814.06.
A net decrease of $41.29.

Observatory Committee:  Gor-
don reported that Jim Cox has been
contacted about repairing the door on
GNTO but several details still need
to be worked out.  The general plan
is to install a continuous hinge along
the entire length of the door.  Gordon
will contact Mr. Cox and complete the
repair plans.  A general discussion of
how to increase GNTO security fol-
lowed along with discussions on how
to increase usage of GNTO by TAAS
members.

Membership Committee: The
membership committee had no for-
mal report.  The latest TAAS roster
shows record 292 members (204
regular, 75 family, 9 educational, and
4 honorary).

Awards Committee and Nomi-
nating Committee: No problems.

Calendar: Carl updated the
board on Calendar items.  The No-
vember 27 ATM class was canceled
due to Thanksgiving.  SFCC view-
ing nights are canceled until the
weather warms up.  Alvarado Elem.
School star party was set for May 6th.
Possible dates for Carlsbad (April
4th) and McDonalds Observatory
(April 6th) were discussed.  Elinor
will take over responsibility for
scheduling rooms for TAAS meeting
with UNM Physics Department.

Event Reports: Alamosa Elem.
school star party had a good turn out
- 5-10 deep lines all night (7-9).

Planetarium Committee: No re-
port

Old Business: Equipment Grant:
Still developing formal proposal, T-
Shirts:  Samples were shown of screen
print and embroidered shirts.  Mike
will try to work up a specific proposal
for the next board meeting.  Focus
Group: The LodeStar focus group ef-
fort TAAS was asked to participate in
is on hold until further notice.

New Business: Astronomy Day:
Not sure if Cottonwood Mall has the
room for Astronomy Day.  Brock asked
board members to visit the mall and
asked that the Coronado - Cottonwood
question be discussed at the next board
meeting.  Rio Grande Nature Center
may be a good place for a star party.
Brock will follow up.  Quad Fold Flyer
with TAAS info and application is
ready to print. Mike will follow up.  Pot
Luck planning is going well. Should be
a good event.  E-mail address  field
will be added to database by Ellie.

Newsletter Assignments: No-
vember recap - Kevin, Dec. meeting -
Lisa, Board meeting - Steve, Pres. up-
date - Mike, Observer’s - Kevin, Cal-
endar - Carl, Kids Corner - Lindsay.

The meeting was adjourned at
8:25pm.

- Mike Pendley

may be triggered instead by internal
processes.

Some of the material released by
Io produces a fierce current of charged
particles. The particles become ionized
and are then drawn into Jupiter’s in-
tense magnetic field along an invisible
“flux tube,” which bridges both worlds.
This creates small auroral spots just
outside the ovals around both magnetic
poles. By studying changes in the in-
tensity of these spots, Clarke and his
colleagues were able to map Jupiter’s
magnetic field as Io orbits through it.
The scientists linked the spots to Io’s
“flux tube” because the auroral emis-
sions rotate with Jupiter while the spots
remain in a fixed location underneath
Io.

“The size of the aurora at the mag-
netic footprint of Io is 600 to 1,200
miles (1,000 to 2,000 kilometers)
across,” Clarke said. “If you were at
Jupiter’s cloud tops, under Io’s foot-
print, the aurora would fill the entire
sky. You would see an explosion as the
gasses 250 miles above you rapidly
heated to more than 10,000 degrees
Fahrenheit. The aurora would speed
overhead from east to west at more
than 10,000 miles per hour (5 kilome-
ters per second) because Jupiter’s fast
rotation moves it rapidly underneath Io,
which orbits more slowly.

Clarke and his colleagues hope that

Continued from page 8

Jupiter

Continued on Page 4

BOARD MEETING
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THE OBSERVER’S PAGE

Several months after the original ‘Eyes’
story was posted on the Web, the fol-
lowing additional information was
added.

- Editor

The four images included on
the original Mysterious Eyes page
were sent to us over a period of sev-
eral days. They did not all arrive at
once. Due to a miscommunication
between John Sefick and
www.halebopp.com, we thought
we had two images of the anomaly
(labeled 0211 and 0220 on the page).
It turns out that they are one in the
same image. Arriving a differing
times with different processing
made the image appear to be two
separate shots. The time listed on
the four images (with the except-
ing of the 0211 image) were esti-
mates by www.halebopp.com.
Thus the 0220 timing on the dupli-
cate Eyes frame was our errant
guess-timate.

The Mysterious Eyes images
are a separate anomaly from the so-
called Saturn Like Object image
discussed elsewhere on this web
site. The Mysterious Eyes images
were posted on
www.halebopp.com last July. They
did not receive much attention over
the past five months. Occasionally
we would get an email with a
theory as to the identity of the
anomalous object. Nothing that
stood out as an obvious answer. We
didn’t pay a lot of attention to it
ourselves  (it had drifted into a back
issue position in HB Magazine).
Then Art Bell made the page “fa-
mous”.

 As to the Mysterious Eyes
anomaly we are now getting
MANY opinions as to its nature.
From the astronomical community
it is narrowing down to a handful
of possibilities. One possibility sug-
gested by a couple of astronomers
is that the anomaly is a cosmic ray
that excited the CCD array (the nor-
mal kind, not the Buck Roger’s
kind). Apparently these cosmic
rays are somewhat common nui-
sances that CCD images have to
deal with. Another suggestion is
that the object is a gas/dust flare
similar to a number of flare inci-
dents (the most famous being the
October 10, 1995 HST image seen
elsewhere on this site).

 However it appears after sev-
eral rounds of discussions between
a couple of CCD imaging experts
and John Sefick (who was the origi-
nal image processor on the Eyes
frames) that a more definitive an-
swer is available. The conclusion
would seem to be that the anomaly
is an artifact of the image process-
ing. In other words the anomaly
was created by the computer soft-
ware during image enhancement.
The mechanism would seem to be
that the software misinterpreted
the bright commentary tail and
tried to create a star like image from
the light it processed. This is not an
unheard of problem in image pro-
cessing. Dennis di Cicco, who is
Senior Editor of CCD Astronomy
magazine as well as Associate Edi-
tor of Sky & Telescope; Bert Stevens
(a knowledgable CCD astronomer
with the Astronomical League),
John Sefick, and Ajai Sehgal (author

of Hidden Image, the software pro-
gram that was used to process the
images) are the commentators be-
low. Mr. Sehgal was out of town
during the discussions between di
Cicco, Stevens, and Sefick. His
email response to the question is in-
cluded below.

Bert Stevens: Ed. Notes: The
bulk of Bert’s comments were a
technical presentation supporting
the idea that the Eyes image was
an artifact of CCD processing. His
contribution to the discussion is
summarized by his comment: “I
strongly suspect that the Eye is an
artifact of processing. This happens
quite often in strongly processed
images. “

John Sefick: We can say a few
definitive things about the double
image.  [1] It is not a star showing
thru the coma. Bert Stevens pro-
vided proof by producing the ex-
act star field at the time the image
was taken.  [2] It is extremely un-
likely the image is one body revolv-
ing around another since this
would have been detected by other
observers.  [3] The artifact theory
is a possibility. The double nucleus
does not appear in the original but
only after processing.

Dennis di Cicco: John sent me
the original image of H-B before
processing. There’s no sign of any-
thing — which is what Bert said
earlier. There may be a star in the
image near the suspect position.
Perhaps the processing used this
star as some sort of seed to create
the false nucleus (but why didn’t it
happen in the other images?).
Clearly this is some sort of process-
ing oddity. To quote something that
I think was attributed to David

Continued on Page 9

Follow-up to Hale-Bopp’s Eyes
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Hubble Follows Rapid Changes
In Jupiter’s Aurora

PRESS RELEASE NO.: STScI-PR96-32

CONTACT: Don Savage, NASA Headquar-
ters, Wash, DC  (202-358-1547)

Hubble Space Telescope’s sharp view
of the rapid, spectacular dance of lu-
minescent gasses high in Jupiter’s at-
mosphere — better known as aurora
— is allowing astronomers to map
Jupiter’s immense magnetic field and
better understand how it generates such
phenomena.

“Now that we have pinpointed the
general location of the auroral curtains
and have mapped their daily changes,
eventually we should be able to find
out what causes the aurora on Jupiter,”
said John T. Clarke, an astronomer at
the University of Michigan’s College
of Engineering.

The new Hubble observations si-
multaneously show warped oval rings
at the north and south poles (offset
from Jupiter’s spin axis by 10-15 de-
grees), as well as an auroral “footprint”
created by a river of electrical current
of about one million amperes flowing
between Jupiter and the volcanic moon
Io.

The Hubble images provide
enough detail to allow Clarke and his
colleagues to record daily changes in
the auroras’ intensity and motion. They
find that changes in brightness occur
over the course of a Jovian day, per-
haps due to compression of Jupiter’s
magnetic field on the sun-facing side
of the planet. They also find emission
features that are fixed on the planet,
co-rotating with it.

This global view is complemented
by in situ measurements of the mag-
netic field and charged particles by the
Galileo spacecraft, now orbiting Jupi-
ter. By comparing close-up and global
views scientists expect to refine theo-

ries about how Jupiter creates and
maintains its electrical, incandescent
light shows.

The team of scientists, at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor,
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, CA, University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, MD and other in-
stitutions, studied Jupiter’s auroras for
two years with the telescope’s Wide
Field and Planetary Camera 2. Their
results have led to two papers, one first
authored by Clarke and the other by
Gilda Ballester, also of the University
of Michigan’s College of Engineering.
Both papers appear in the October 18
issue of Science. The images, taken in
ultraviolet light, are the most sensitive
and sharply-detailed views of the au-
roras to date. Previous observations of
Jupiter’s aurora have been recorded by
Hubble’s Faint Object Camera and by
ground-based telescopes using near-in-
frared filters. Hubble sees features as
small as 186 miles across (300 kilo-
meters). This allows Clarke and his col-
leagues to watch small-scale, rapid
changes in the auroral pattern, map
changes in both magnetic poles, and
pinpoint the effects of emissions from
Io.

Auroras occur when charged par-
ticles (electrons, protons, and positive
ions) are captured in the magnetic field
surrounding a planet. Falling toward
the magnetic north and south poles,
they collide with molecules and atoms
in a planet’s upper atmosphere. The at-
oms become energized and release the
extra energy in the form of light, just
as gas in florescent and neon lights
glows when an electric current is ap-
plied.

By studying images of Jupiter’s
entire disk, the investigators found, sur-
prisingly, the auroras mirror each other

at the north and south poles. Though
Earth’s auroras at each pole also are
carbon copies of each other, previous
spatially-unresolved observations and
theories for Jupiter suggested that some
locations on the auroral ovals should
be brighter. That’s because, in Jupiter’s
case, the magnetic field has large asym-
metries and more charged particles
trapped in the field could, under spe-
cific mechanisms, eventually fall into
the atmosphere at the weaker locations,
and would thus create a brighter light
show.

A critical difference is that auro-
ras on Earth are triggered by a barrage
of charged particles from the Sun. This
process is different on Jupiter, although
not well understood. Fundamentally,
the planet’s immense magnetic field,
coupled with its fast, 10-hour rotation,
helps generate auroras that are 1,000
times more powerful than even Earth’s
spectacular light shows.

The situation is complicated by
material released by Jupiter’s moon, Io.
Scientists believe that volcanic erup-
tions on Io churn out particles that be-
come ionized, expand radially, and are
trapped by Jupiter’s immense magnetic
field. These charges are forced to co-
rotate with the planet, creating an im-
mense sheet of current that in turn
modifies Jupiter’s magnetic field. What
has not been clear on Jupiter is the bal-
ance of the internal processes versus
the Sun-driven processes, and how
these processes produce the auroral
lights.

On Earth, magnetic storms are trig-
gered by large changes in the solar par-
ticles, producing very bright auroras.
These storms can disrupt radio signals
and communication systems, interfere
with airplane navigation and cause
power outages. One storm in 1989
knocked out a Quebec power station
serving 9 million people. The team has
found that energetic auroral storms also
occur on Jupiter, but that these storms

Continued on Page 6
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The Kids’ Corner
The Earth and its Twin, Venus

by Lindsay Wood

The Earth is Venus’ twin, some
claim, but while the Earth is simi-
lar to Venus in some ways, the
two planets are really very differ-
ent.  For example, Venus and
Earth both have atmospheres, but
Venus has a poisonous atmo-
sphere. Venus has carbon dioxide
as a main gas, but Earth’s main
gas is nitrogen.  Venus and Earth
both have days, but Earth’s day
is 24 hours long and a Venusian
day is 5,832 hours long!  Their
diameters are very close; Venus is
7,521 miles across and Earth is
7,926 miles across.  They are only
about 405 miles different in diam-
eter, and that’s not much for a
planet!  Earth has one moon and
Venus has no moon. It takes Earth

1 year to go around the sun, but
it takes Venus only 0.62 Earth
years to orbit the sun.  I hope you
see now that Earth and Venus are
not really twins, but only distant
cousins.

(p.s.....KIDS OF ALL AGES!.....Do
you have an astronomy or space
joke? Please share it with me. You
can e-mail me at
GalaxyGal@aol.com—  I’m try-
ing to collect them, and I’ll share
them when I can.  Lindsay’s
mom.)

Q:  WHY DO ASTRONAUTS
WEAR BULLETPROOF VESTS?

A: TO PROTECT THEMSELVES
FROM SHOOTING STARS!

WANTED  - Used telescope that is
ready to go. Desire something in
the range of 6-8 inches and about
$300. Call Marilynn - (505) 828-2900

 WANTED  - Mechanical Exclusion
Box RJ11 (Telephone Line) Call
Brock Parker - (505) 298-2792

FOR SALE - Telescope, Obsession
20" reflector on Dobsonian Mount
$4000.  Televue: 4.8mm Nagler
$103, 7mm Nagler $128, 9mm
Nagler $153, 12mm Nagler Type 2
$178, 16mm Nagler Type 2 $198,
32mm Plössel $75, 24mm Wide
Field $115, 40mm Wide Field $198
Polarizing filter $18, Lumicon Deep
Sky Filter for nebulae & galaxies
$60, Lumicon Oxygen III Filter for
extremely faint nebulae $80

Fujinon nebula filter $80, ND fil-
ter $60 Contact Claire Brolin   (505)
867-1498.

FOR SALE - Telescope, Meade,
Dobsonian. 10 inch, with finder
scope, 9mm, 12mm, and 25mm
eye pieces, cap, and a unique strap
system that makes carrying the
monster very easy.  Bought new,
hardly used.  $500.  Call Hugh -
(505) 836-5265

Non commercial ads for astronomy
related products listed at no charge for
members. To place an ad, send a mes-
sage to the editor at  the society PO
box or send a message to
mycall@rt66.com.  Ads will run for 3
month (space permitting).

Classified Ads
Levy in an earlier message — if it
ain’t visible in the original than it
ain’t there! Processing can make
things easier to see, but when done
right it doesn’t create something
that wasn’t in the original data.

Ajai Sehgal: There are many
possible explanations for the “mys-
terious eyes”. They may be artifacts
due to the deconvolution of
uncorrelated noise in the image
whose source is usually the CCD
camera. The best way to check this
is to re-process the image after
varying the noise parameter. Then
process a second image taken
shortly there after.  A more likely
explanation is operator error (al-
though this is a bit of a guess since
we don’t have details of the imag-
ing session. The ST-6 camera has a
feature called “Track While Accu-
mulate” to co-add multiple short
exposures. Normally the “Track” is
done on a star. To image a comet,
you need to track on it’s head. Nor-
mally tracking on the comet’s head
will result in significantly trailed
stars. I don’t see them in the image.
If the track was done on a star, two
multiple exposures were added,
the stars would be near round and
the very bright comet head would
be imaged twice. Processing could
reveal these two images.

Continued from page 7

Observers



Campus Observatory Coordinator: Brad Hamlin 343-8943 (H) wolffe@wizrealm.com
Archivist: Jaclyn Fuller Lane 296-4980 (H)
Telescope Curator: Robbin Pimbley 873-4904 (H)
Newsletter Editor: Your Name Here 296-0549 (H)

President: Michael Pendley 296-0549 (H) mycall@rt66.com
V. President/Librarian: Lisa Wood 344-8308 (H) galaxygal@aol.com
Secretary/Society BBS Sysop: Steve Snider 867-4199 (H)
Treasurer/Observatory Director: Gordon Pegue 299-5944 (H)
Event Coordinator: Carl Frisch 272-7238 (W)
Database Manager and Web Master: Elinor Gates 277-1529 (W) egates@astro.phys.unm.edu
Board Member: Brock Parker 298-2792 (H)
Board Member: Allan Green 281-6651 (H)
Board Member: George Pellegrino 821-8516 (H)
Membership Committee Chair: Jay Harden 296-0537 (H)
Board Member: Bruce Levin 299-0891 (H)
Program Coordinator: Kevin McKeown 254-9117 (H)
Board Member: Ruth Pendley 293-2630 (H)
Education Coordinator: Karina Running Horse 275-4797 (H) horse@carina.unm.edu
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DUES:  Please note the expiration date on your mail-
ing label.  If you are due for mimbership renewal, you
may send your dues by mail to our newsletter return
address with your check written out to The Albu-
querque Astronomical Society or give your check to
the Treasurer (Gordon Pegue) at the next meeting.
Please include the membership application that is sent
with your newsletter when it is time to renew.  NOTE:
Discount magazine subscriptions to Sky and Telescope
($27/12 issues), Astronomy ($20/12 issues) and CCD
Astronomy ($20/4 issues) as well as discounts on books
from Sky Publishing Corporation are available when
purchased by TAAS members through our society.
Include any of the above magazine renewal mailers
and subscription payments as part of your renewal
check (We recommend you renew 1-2 months early
to ensure uninterrupted magazine subscriptions.).
Membership dues are $20.00 per year plus $3.00 per
year for each additional family member.  Also avail-
able for qualified applicants is an Educator Member-
ship—contact a Board Member for details.  Member-
ship Packets cost $3.50 each for new members or re-
newing members without a packet (free copies on the
Web and BBS).  Contact the DatabaseManager for
more information.

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES/ADVERTISEMENTS:
Articles, personal astronomical classified advertise-
ments and business card size advertisements for busi-
nesses related to astronomy can be submitted within
3 days after the latest Society general meeting for
publication in the following Sidereal Times .  Rates
for business card size ads are $10/ad/issue or $7/
ad/issue for 6 consecutive issues or $5/ad/issue for
12 consecutive issues.  The newsletter editor reserves
the right to include and/or edit any article or adver-
tisement.  ***ASCII files uploaded to the TAAS BBS
newsletter file section are preferred.  Contact the
Newsletter Editor (Mike Pendley) for more informa-
tion.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that the Sidereal
Times  is mailed at a non-profit organization bulk mail
rate.  As a result, the newsletter will NOT be for-
warded to your new address should you move!!
Please provide the Database Manager with your new
mailing address to ensure that you receive your news-
letter.

TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the Librarian (Lisa
Wood) to check out a book or make a contribution.

TAAS BBS:  Set your computer’s modem to 8N1 and
call 867-4295 any time of day or night.

TAAS on the World Wibe Web:
http://www.phys.unm.edu/~egates/TAAS/
taas.html

Non-Board Members

TAAS Hot Line Phone Number is 296-0549
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